Tomie dePaola Book 1:

Charlie Needs A Cloak

This book is about:

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

Tomie dePaola Book 2:

Strega Nona

This book is about:

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________
PebbleGo: Contributions

What book of Tomie’s do you like the most?

Choose another important fact about his contributions and write it here too.

My favorite book is:__________________________

Important Facts
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

PebbleGo: Early Work

What year did Tomie illustrate his first book?

Choose another important fact about his early work and write it here too.

Year of his first book:_______________________

Important Facts
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

PebbleGo: Video and Timeline

Watch the Video and look at the Timeline.

Write down one thing you learned about Tomie from the Video and the Timeline.

Video:_____________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Timeline: ________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

PebbleGo: Later Years

How many books has Tomie made?

Choose another important fact about his later years and write it here too.

Number of books made:_______________________

Important Facts
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
When was Tomie born?

Choose another important fact from the introduction and write it here too.

Born:_________________________________________

Important Facts
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________

PebbleGo: Education

Where did Tomie go to art school?

Choose another important fact about his education and write it here too.

Name of Art School:__________________________

Important Facts
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________

Pancakes for Breakfast
The Art Lesson

This book is about the real Tomie Depaola when he was little.

What did Tomie want to be when he grew up?

Why were Tomie’s birthday crayons so important to him?

What did Tomie believe REAL artists didn’t do?

Did Tomie’s dream come true?

Why is Tomie dePaola an important author?
(This is your opinion!)
Tomie dePaola Book 4:

Nana Upstairs & Nana Downstairs

This book is about the real Tomie Depaola when he was little.

What did Tomie call his grandmother and great-grandmother?

What are some of the things Tomie did with his nanas?

How did Tomie feel when his Nana Upstairs dies?

Tomie has said that this is his favorite book that he has written. Why do you think it is his favorite?
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